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Club Information

The EACC is the club for all Cyclemotor, Autocycle and Moped enthusiasts everywhere.
Membership is just £8.00 a year for UK residents (and its £12.00 for the rest of Europe, &
£18.00 for the rest of the world). The membership forms are available from our website...
or just ask and we’ll s end you one.

Secretary & Web Master.
Andrew Pattle, 7 Unity Road, Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 1AS.
Phone: 01449 673943 E-mail: membership@autocycle.org.uk
Website: http://www.autocycle.org.uk/ Forum: http://eacc.freeforums.net/
Dating Certificates and V765 applications.
As above
EACC Committee Members.
Andrew Pattle (Secretary), Sharon Wikner (Treasurer), Mark Daniels, Alan Course, Paul
Efreme, Martin Gates, Neil Morley, David Watson (Publicity).
Club Officers.
Editor of the MAC David Watson mac.editor.eacc@gmail.com
The c lub ’s newsletter is called The MAC and it is issued six times a year:
February, April, June, August, October and December.
th
Deadline for items to be sent in is the 15 of the preceding month.
Club Regalia (Pending)
Clive & Ann Fletcher 11 Buckland Lane, Maidstone, Kent ME16 0BJ
Tel: 01622 678011 or clann67@tiscali.co.uk
Contact details for all club officers are on the club information sheet that you get when you
join or renew your membership. Spare copies are available from the website or from the
secretary.
Website: www.autocycle.org.uk
Forum: https://eacc.freeforums.net/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/254351421715768/
Icenicam: http://www.icenicam.org.uk/
The Moped Archive: http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~pattle/nacc/arcindex.htm
FBHVC: https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/
Front cover picture © supplied by “Th e Art ist” Nick Ward
Nick has kindly given us permission to use his Copyrighted work.
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Sections
We have several regional sections that organise events in their areas:
Essex: Paul Efreme 01277 657106 subopef@aol.com
Hertfordshire: Andy Cousins 01462 643564 or 07969 369062
Lancashire Slow Riders: Paul Morgan moggie64@gmail.com
Leicestershire: Jim Lee 018568 461386
Northamptonshire: Ray Paice 07799 662203 raypaice@aol.com
Norfolk: Dave Watson 01493 748249 07483 210625 david.watson9416@yahoo.co.uk
North East: Ron Paterson ronpaterson21@gmail.com ronpaterson21@gmail.com
South East Moped Enthusiasts:
Sharon Wikner 07771 705627 sharon.wikner@yahoo.com
Mike Follows 07887 950921 mike.j.follows@btinternet.com
Suffolk: Neil Morley neil.morley@btinternet.com
Mark Daniels, 01473 716817 mark.daniels975@btinternet.com
Wiltshire: Steve Hoffman 07891 251118 shffm@sky.com
Yorkshire: (The Rotherham Roamers): John Bann 01709 961434 mobymagic@gmail.com
A N Other Section: Anybody interested in starting a new section in their area? Please
contact Mr Secretary

Events
Weekend 2nd & 3rd October 2021
Club stand at the Suffolk Aviatio n Heritage G rou p’s Autumn Vintage Vehicle Show, The
Old Comumnications Site, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, IP10 0AH.
9:30 to 16:00
Contact Martin Gates on 07944 058644 or martincoluking@hotmail.com
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Sunday 7th November 2021
Kne el’s Whe els and the EACC AGM at Coddenham village hall (IP6 9SR).
The last mopedjumble of the season combined with a tour of the quiet Suffolk lanes. The
lunch stop will be at Claydon Crown.
Coddenham is on the B1078. Leave the A14 at its junction with the A140 and the B1078 is
the first turning to the right off the A140. Coddenham is the first village along the
road. After the road snakes around the church, turn left in the village centre. The village
hall is along this road on the right.
Please contact the organiser for more information or to reserve a jumble space (telephone
Neil Morley on 01473 743587).
The route map and GPX tracks for this run can be downloaded from our documents page.

Section Notes
EACC ride out in Somerset- 21miles
Stopped at Bere cider farm
to pick up some cider.
The wife Michelle Dudden has got my 50v today and she loves it and floored it she said it
did 40mph.
We had 3 Honda and 2 Raleigh runabout and a Moby 50v and a AV48 and a BSA Bantam.
From a Facebook post.
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News

(Sad)
Dear David
Just to let you know that Alex (Lees) EACC member sadly passed away yesterday 18th
August. He has been poorly for some time and he had a peaceful pain free passing.
I know he would have liked Andrew to know and I guess there are still some members that
remember him.
With kind regards
Marylyn Dodwell-Lees (Alex's wife)
Sorry to hear the sad news and thanks for letting me know.
I have fond memories of Alex and it was most probably due to him and Ralph being so
friendly that I got involved in this hobby.
With your permission would it be OK to share the news on our forum and Facebook pages
with this picture at an event in 2015.

Yes please do, Alex would have been chuffed and although it sounds odd, he always read
any obituaries and would comment "Oh so and so has passed away"
He loved the MAC and it was the last magazine he was able to read and enjoy (because
the print wasn't too small and it was easy for him to hold) so I am sure there are many like
him as people get older and suffer from failing eyesight etc.,
I look forward to receiving the next and final edition so that I can show his grandchildren
and have a keepsake of this part of his life.
Many thanks Marylyn Dodwell-Lees.
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End of an era:
Aplins has closed.
July 2021
After more than 60 years, Aplins of Bristol closed at the end of July. Although it was his
father, Bill, who started the business on 1 June 1959, the current owner, Brian Aplin, was
involved right from the beginning, so Brian has been in the trade for 62 years.
‘Af ter 6 2 yea rs se rvice to the moped world, I‘m goin g to take a brea k. I’m goin g to relax
and play bowls a t Knowle Bowling Club, and I sha ll see more of my gra ndch ildre n’ Brian
said. ‘Bu t I won't lea ve cu sto mers in t he lu rch; the prop erty is bein g sold on, but all the
spares will continue to be sold by another party, who we’re negotia ting with at the moment.’
Now thos e negotiations a re co mple te, we ca n reveal th at it’s M alcolm Corrigan of Classic

Moped Spares who will be continuing the supply of spares.

Photo: James Beck/Bristol Live

Aplins sho p in 1960 … and i n 2009
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Event Reports
LSR Fylde Coast Weekend
Sunday 22 August 2021
Whittingham
First, the bare bones. A 65 mile ride brilliantly put together by Steve Taylor, and led by him.
Whittingham, Chipping, Dunsop Bridge (the centre of the universe), Slaidburn (for a brew
stop , banter and pee), up to Clapham Common and across to Keasden; South and up to
Bowland Knotts, then down to Gisburn Forest Hub for an ice cream, juice and another pee;
then back down into the Ribble Valley and back home to Whittingham. At least, that's
where I think we went!
Fine weather, mostly sunny, despite the weather forecast and the miserable wet day
before, with clear views from the Knotts of the Three Peaks, and far beyond.
10 riders; no mechanical interludes, and no breakdowns.
Which was fortunate! Paul Newton, laid low with mystery back pain which Dr Taylor
diagnosed as kidney problems brought on by excess alcohol and a dissolute life, was the
designated backup driver. He was to remain at base camp and could be called by phone in
case required. What he carefully forgot to tell the riders was that there was no reception of
signal at the campsite, and most of the route would be without a signal! So he had a quiet
day.
Second man drop off system worked without a hitch, and Peter Moore was designated Last
Man, since, as Nev Hutton correctly observed, he usually rides at the back anyway! Thus
he was able to observe a couple of the tiddlers coping surprisingly well with the route, and
the amazingly capable Velofax hauling 17 stone of Cheshire's best farm produce up the
many brews (that's steep little rises to those from far-afield).
The route had the best mix of countryside, never flat or boring! Single track roads dipping
down to river or stream crossings (and that always means a brew afterwards, usually with
a sharp bend just at the bottom!), which require anticipation, the correct gear, and a bit of a
run if you can get it! Long climbs on unfenced moorland roads giving out onto amazing
views across three counties, followed by glorious descents.
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It's a route you could ride every day for a week and never get bored, there would always
be something new, something different to see.
When's the next one?

Peter Moore
LANCASHIRE SLOW RIDERS ANNUAL FYLDE COAST WEEKEND
Lots of planning went into this event; we were allocated the full Rally field to ourselves due
to the numbers who had booked. Only thing to spoil it was the weather , it was a damp few
days with rain forecast for the weekend , Myself and Neville Hutton arrived on site on
Wednesday to set the field up in anticipation of early arrivals .
Thursday was reasonably dry with a few showers; some final route planning was done,
some in a car and some on a moped in between the showers. More people arrived from far
afield, Durham, Bristol and wales to name a few.
Friday started off bright and sunny, quite a few people had arrived and were keen to ride
why t he weather w as good, so a ‘Pie Run’ w as decided upon, arou nd 25 m ile round trip to
a village called Garstang , totally moped friendly route with just a few dips . Friday
afternoon and those that were coming were all here , and after tea we all descended upon
the onsite club , some earlier than others .
Sat morning, the day of our main moped friendly ride started off quite bleak and wet, then
John Burgess arrived followed by ROY Livingstone and Dave Smith, the ride was going to
go ahead regardless now. Setting off from the campsite 13 mopeds/bikes ,everyone was
made aware of the drop off/second man system we use and it was followed impeccably.
We had a young lady riding with us, first time out on a moped, but after a few 5 minute
lessons around the campsite she took the plunge and joined us. The ride took us through
the lanes and up around the Fylde coast area the up to knott end on sea for a brew stop
and pictures, the weather had significantly improved and turned out quite warm as well.
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Next stop was a long virtually straight road to Glasson Dock, once again the second man
/drop off was used and at one stage a gap of 4 miles was between us , but still everyone
ended up at the same destination again. We met a couple of guys earlier at knott end , but
was surprised when they returned home and got their own bikes out to join us on the route
to Glasson Dock and I’m sure they w ill join us a gain on future rides .

Leaving Glasson Dock we headed back on our regular route back to camp, but a few miles
down the road there was roadworks and road closed! We had to detour and this meant
having to use the dreaded A6 for a few miles to get back on our original route again.
Back on route and a quick stop in Garstang why it was still dry, few spots of rain then
appeared so it was a quick getaway , then the heavens opened again just a few miles from
base, quick stop beneath a bridge to re adjust , put waterproofs back on and mobile
phones in a plastic bag and we were on our way again. Back at camp the rain suddenly
disappeare d again ,and a few bbq’s were fired up , so me dove in the sh ower s then headed
to the clubhouse for tea. We held a raffle in the evening and virtually everyone actually
won a prize, except myself and nev for some reason! Maybe someone forgot to put our
tickets in the hat again.
The campsite ste ward ’s wife had a walk around the bikes and awarded a few trophies
based on what appealed to her, and I think everyone was happy with her choice of
winners. A very succ essful weeke nd again, and thanks to everyone who cam e and didn ’t
let the weather put them off, your support was greatly appreciated.

A second Ride on Sunday was pla nned for ‘bikes ‘with a bit more oomph {see se para te
report}, but as we had plenty mopeds so we also did another moped friendly ride led by
Paul Newton.
Andy ‘skipper ‘Tu lloc h.
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Rob's Newark Weekend
The Three County run went well at the weekend with a run to Newark Castle Barge on the
Friday, Ray's Mobylette 50v blew its head gasket and Fraz lost power due to blocked
exhaust, Ray had to be recovered, both bikes were soon back running though.
Duncan, Rob, Rod, Sue and Derek arrived with no problems.
Saturdays run to a Melton Mowbra y ca fe sta rte d well but F raz’s exhaust blocked again
and his drive belt turned inside out, but we all made it there ok apart from Duncan who
turned back.
On the way back Sue ran out of fuel, but we stopped off at the pub in Coddington before
returning back to the campsite Unfortunately Rob’s rea r tyre blew 5 miles f rom the site and
was recovered by George.
Sadly this was Dunca n’s last ru n beca use of health issues. Dunca n and Marga re t will

always be missed and thought of, we wish them both all the best for the future although he
has hinted at joining future events in the form of a back up vehicle. Over all it was a good
weekend and will now be an annual event.
Eric won most desirable bike with his RM11. George got most original bike with his RM6.
And Ray's Mobylette
50v best restored.
All the riders agreed
that the judging being
done throughout the
day by the Honda
Monkey bike rider
Matt (in secret) was a
nice way of doing it.
The printed mugs
were a nice touch as
prises too.
Thanks to all the
riders John, Derek,
Eric, Duncan, Ernie,
Simon,
George,
Graham, Fraz, Rod,
Sue and the organiser
Rob.
Submitted by Ray Paice for

Rob Harrison.
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LANCASHIRE SLOW RIDERS, WREA GREEN STEAM FAIR 4-5 SEPT 2021
Ed Tatham! What an all-round
good bloke! In addition to his
duties at the event - he had to
check the insurance and boiler
safety certificates for all the
steamers, allocate the coal
supplies, and deal with the
unexpected 50% shortfall in
delivery on the first day! - He
exhibited
four
immaculate
machines to the motorcycle
display, all of which he rode into
the event from home, starting at
7am on the Saturday. He kept
popping back to the LSR stand
throughout the two days - we
would like to think it was for
relaxation in the laid back
atmosphere, and to soak up a bit
of banter, but it was probably to
check that his bikes were still in
safe hands! He did, however,
seem genuinely chuffed to receive
the no-expense-spared, solid gold,
heavyweight, Best In Show trophy
for his Suzuki GT750A, which he
also used as his commuting
machine to and from the Show.
Is he an EACC or even an LSR member? Not yet. But he could well be soon. He would be
well suited to LSR runs on his Honda CB160, but if he turned up with his steam road roller
he could definitely be Last Man on a Run!
But why were there so many big bikes on the LSR stand? Well, Paul and Nev had been
"volunteered" to host the motorcycle display for the whole event, so the display was split
into two sections with a dividing walkway leading to the Grand Marquee, where the
Welcome Party stood ready to fleece the unwary of their cash for raffle prizes.
On the left were what would loosely be called LSR-eligible m achines, with a fine show of
50cc tiddlers - Mobylette AV42, Ceccato Romeo, Raleigh RM7 Wisp, a Suzuki FZ50, a
green Suzuki 50 sporting a Posiforce logo on its side and looking for all the world like a
Honda Cub clone, - and then there was the Honda lineup. Several 70s, a 90, a Trail 70, a
C200, and an S90. Providing some relief were a flat-tank, belt-drive Triumph, a Douglas
EW350 flat twin, an Excelsior Autobyk, a James Light Motorcycle (Comet?), a Francis
Barnett, and a unique (as in there isn't another one like it!) BSA Bantam D1. A pair of BSA
C15s rode in on the Saturday and were tacked on to the end of the line, and we may very
well see their owners on future Runs. All of these are slow enough to be comfortable in the
LSR community!
Across the way the others shone in a splendid eclectic array. I noted a BSA 650
Thunderbolt, a Vespa T5 scooter combination, a 650 Twin BSA (model not noted), a 500cc
Ariel, red of course (but again specific model not noted), a Triumph Tiger 90,
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an early Velocette, a 350 Matchless single (which I have had the pleasure of riding behind
on a previous occasion), a Triumph Tiger Cub, a girder fork Ariel of a scrambling variety,
and a couple of Hondas, one of which appeared to be a race -rep, but beyond my ken.
Then, of course, there was Mr Tatham's line up. A Honda 750 4 K5, a Honda CB350 4, a
Honda CB160, and the aforementioned Suzuki GT750A - all of which to my untutored eye
looked immaculate, but which he says are ridden regularly, but he doesn't like to cove r
more than 200 miles in a day!
And there were of course prizes! Best in Show was deservedly scooped by the GT750; the
Tiddlers trophy went to the very smart Honda C200; the best Mike's Bike trophy was
awarded to the James (Comet?); and the trophy for the Best French Onion Seller's Grey
Moped was awarded to the Mobylette AV42. There was also grumbling, of course, from the
losers amongst whom was the Ceccato. It seems that there was no trophy for the Blue
Moped which Photobombed the Most Facebook Pics.!
This was a new event at this venue, but well organised on a good site. Facilities were
good; importantly the catering and refreshment provision was fine, camping arrangements
were fine, but with a little discussion over pitch demarcation (!), and the weather was fine
for the whole weekend. There was a small arena, which seemed to be used only for dog
agility display, so there was no vehicle movement or arena display, but this may have been
a result of relatively late organisation post-covid lockdown, and the use of a new venue. At
any rate, it gave plenty of time to wander around and enjoy the other vehicle displays and
classes.

I understand that the LSR, fresh from this year's success, will be asked and expected to
perform bigger and better miracles next year!

Peter Moore

(Hon Sec, Ted Tatum appreciation society)
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Whitwell station run. 12th Sept report.
A date arose allowing me to arrange a post covid restrictions Norfolk road run.
The date chose itself, commitments in August and early September and with Copdock,
Coprolite and Whitwells big steam weekend following on the only date left was the 12th
September so it was booked.
I'd arranged a start time of 11am and we left Whitwell at 11.40 prompt. The route started at
Whitwell Station and followed the course of the river Wensum. Some wide sweeping bends
and some steep, for Norfolk, hills. (More of that later in the report). The route also passed
the 'home' of the Welsh Dragoon Guards at the ex RAF Swanton Morley airfield. After the
barracks the road followed the river Wensum then narrowed to single track and circled the
airfield perimeter, tall ferns both sides of the road for 3 miles without a turning. The road
then widened with a leg stretching run towards the pub stop. The bikes kept a good pace
with just one unscheduled stop to clean Bill's James Autocycle spark plug. The pub had
outside seating next to the bikes, good beer, good food and good service and an
interesting conversation while eating lunch.
The outward leg was 15 miles with a slightly shorter return with a long switchback uphill
section which required plenty of LPA from Robert on his Minimotor. I hadn't expected a
cyclemotor on the run, a pleasant surprise, but my choice of route wasn't sympathetic to
low powered cylemotors. Despite this the Minimotor ran well, its first proper long run,
reaching 24 mph on the sweeper van speedo. Only needing a fuel filter replacement at the
top of one of the hills. The final run back was at pace, splitting the riders up, each going at
their best pace following the route markers. Thanks for all who attended and for their
supportive words .I'll get this run organised as an annual event.
Rider's: Robert King; Trojan Minimotor. David Slaney; Mobylette AV44. Dave Arnott;
Motobecane 51V. Bill Rogers; James Autocycle.
Thanks to Paul for supplying and driving the backup vehicle.

Dave Arnott
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Autocycle ABC
Part 9: Excelsior
The shades of night were falling fast,
As thro ’ an Alpin e village passed
A yo uth who bore ’mid sno w and ice

A banner with the strange device,
‘Exce lsior!’
Longfellow’s

poem

provided

the

inspiration for the trademark of Bayliss,
Thomas & Co., which depicted the
youth and his banner.
Bayliss, Thomas & Co. were established in 1874 and were well-known makers of bicycles
and tricycles at the Excelsior Works in Lower Ford Street, Coventry. Excelsior was only
one of several trademarks used by the company but, by the time the Autobyk was
lau nch ed,

the

name

of

the

com pany

had

becom e

‘Th e

Excelsior

Motor

Co.

Ltd. (Proprietors of Bayliss, Th omas & Co.)’ and the fac tory was at Kings Road, Tyse ley,
Birmingham 11. The Bayliss, Thomas name was still used for some exports since there
were other companies in Germany and the USA which had rights to the Excelsior name;
conversely, The Excelsior company in the USA had to put the name ‘America n -X’ on its
motor cycles exported to Britain. Launched in 1937, the Excelsior Autobyk was one of the
first two Villiers Junior powered autocycles, The other being the Raynal Auto. The story is
that Villiers w as worried about Rayn al’s selling potential so , much to Rayn al’s annoya nce,
they ‘leake d’ th e design to Excelsior t o ensu re suf ficien t sa les.

1938 Excelsior Autobyk
Early Excelsior Autobyks
were unsprung, with a
short fuel tank that
incorporated a separate
oil tank.
No engine
covers were fitted but
there was a round tool
box between the seat
tube and seat stays.
Inverted handlebar levers
controlled both brakes.
A
back-pedalling
mechanism for the rear
brake was introduced later. The price of an Autobyk in 1939 was 18 guineas. In 1940, a
second model of Autobyk— the de Luxe— was introduced. This had a larger fuel tank,
engine covers, and a telescopic fork.
A few exa mples of the Autobyk were made with a gent’s fram e style. Th is was at the

behest of the weekly cycling newspaper The Bicycle. Nicknamed ‘Midges’ by The Bicycle,
these were used as pacing machines for tra ck cycle ra cing. Ligh tweig ht ‘Dern y’ pac ing

machines were used in France and The Bicycle was keen to introduce similar events to
Britain . ‘Mid ge’ pace d ra ce s pro ve d popular but were bro ught to a halt by the outbre ak of

World War II.
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Excelsior
‘Midge’

at

Herne Hill in
1939

After the war, production of the Autobyk continued,
now including engine covers and a pressed-steel
spring fork as standard. The Autobyk was finished
in black with cream panels on the tank sides and the
engine covers. The price in March 1946 was
£35 15s plus £9 13s 1d Purchase Tax making a total
of £45 8s 1d but, because of the difficulties in
obtaining raw materials in the immediate post-war
period, this price could not be held and was
increased to £50 3s 4d (£10 13s 4d of which was
purchase tax) on 17th June.
When the 1947 models were announced in August
1946, the Villiers-powered Autobyk had been given
the model number 47/V1 and a new model had been
added to the range: the Super-Autobyk, at
First given the model number 47/S2 but re designated 47/G2 in November. This did not use
the Villiers power unit but had Excelsior’s own 98cc
‘Goblin’ engine incorpo ra ting a two -speed gearbox.
Exce lsior’s engine was equipp ed with an Amal

359/001B carburettor and Miller FWX flywheel
magneto that also powered a 9W direct lighting set.
The recommended petrol to oil ratio was 20:1 and
1940 Autobyk
the tank would hold 11 pints of fuel. The price of the
Super-Autobyk was set at £48 10s (£61 11s 11d
once the Purchase Tax was added). A useful feature incorporated into the Autobyk at this
time was that the carrier, rear number plate and part of the rear mudguard could be easily
removed in one piece to give access to the rear wheel.
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A new spring fork was introduced
with the 1947 models; this had fork
blades each made of a single
Reynolds 531 tube and used four
rubber bands to provide the
springing. Again, raw materials
prices were reflected in the price of
the autocycles when, in March
1947, they were increased to £45
for the 47/V1 and £55 for the 47/G2
(P.T. was extra on both these).
The Super-Autobyk was the only
British production autocycle to
feature a 2-speed gearbox.
At the end of May 1947 yet another
autocycle was added to the range.
The Model 47/S1 Autobyk de Luxe
was powered by Excelsior’s ‘Sp ryt’

engine, which was the same as the
Goblin except that it did not have a
gearbox. The new model retailed
at £47 10s plus £12 16s 6d P.T.
Prices of the Excelsior powered
models remained stable until 1951
although the Villiers powered
machine was increased in price to
be the same as the 48/S1 during
1948. In 1949 Villiers replaced the
G2 Super-Autobyk
Junior de Luxe engine with the 2F.
While
other
manufacturers
redesigned their autocycles to
incorporate the new engine; Excelsior just dropped the Villiers model from their range and
carried on with their own engines only.
Fo r the 1950 models, the flywheel magneto was ch anged to the W ipac ‘Ge nima g’. Th is

provided 21W lighting power and enabled the fitting of an 18/18W dipping headlight: the
Autobyk was the only British autocycle so equipped. Until early 1953, the light switch was
remotely operated by Bowden cable from a lever; late 1953 and subsequent models had
the more conventional arrangement of a main switch on the headlamp shell and a
handlebar mounted dip switch. When the 1952 range of Excelsiors was announced in
September 1951 it was stated that the S1 de Luxe Autobyk would remain in black & cream
but all other models would be maroon & cream, the implication being that 1952 G2s were
painted maroon. However, a March 1952 review of autocycles lists both Autobyks as
being finished in black. The evidence of surviving machines shows that almost every one
was black.
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Autocycle ABC
Part 10: Francis– Barnett
Forty five years after being the birthplace of Excelsior, Lower Ford Street in Coventry
became the site of another new company. Francis and Barnett Ltd was formed in 1919 by
Gordon Francis and Arthur Barnett. Before World War I, Gordon Francis had been part of
Lea – Francis, bicycle and motor car maker, also of Lower Ford Street, Coventry. After the
war, Gordon and Arthur decided to set up on their own to make lightweight motor cycles.
For the 1939 season, Francis–Barn ett pro duce d an autocycle ca lled the ‘ J50 Powerb ike’.
The Francis– Barnett Powerbike followed the usual pattern, the first model having the
Villiers Junior engine. Just after the K50 was announced for the 1940 season, the engine
was changed to the new Junior de Luxe. The earliest models were unsprung but during
1939 a rubber-cushioned fork that pivoted at the crown was introduced. Another feature of
the Powerbike was a rear hub brake actuated by back pedalling. This had a trip action that
allowed it to be disconnected when wheeling the machine but automatically re-engaged it
when the machine was ridden. The round toolbox in the rear bend of the carrier was
introduced during 1939, earlier models having a flat toolbox on top of the front portion of
the carrier. At the same time, the design of the engine covers was simplified, earlier ones
having a curved depression to provide clearance for the pedal cranks. The J50 Powerbike
was priced at 18 guineas in 1939. Francis– Barnett used their own expansion box and tailpipe rather than the standard Junior de Luxe ones.

Powerbike J50
When the war ended the Powerbike was quickly re-introduced but it now had a girder fork
that used rubber bands to provide the springing. In June 1947 Francis Barnett was
amalgamated with AMC. Price of the 1948 Powerbike was £55 17s 7d.
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1948 Francis–Barnett Powerbike 50
The Powerbike 56 replaced the Powerbike 50 in June 1949; this was a Villiers 2F powered
model. The frame, fuel tank and engine covers were all redesigned to suit the new engine,
and the smaller and wider 2.25×21 wheels and tyres were fitted but the Powerbike 56 s till
retained the form of the traditional autocycle. The unusu al ‘rub ber band’ fro nt su spe nsion
was also retained.

Francis–Barnett Powerbike 56
The letters J and K in the model numbers J50 & K50 are year indicators, which also appear
in the fra me numbers. The lett ers sh ow the ‘model ye ar’ rat her than calendar ye ar, and

they were used across the entire range of Francis –Barn ett’s motor cycles. K w as the last
letter used pre-war and the sequence was re-started with L in 1946 when post-war
production was resumed. A second letter in the frame number show the model; this was G
for the pre-war Powerbike, H for the post-war Powerbike 50, and N for the Powerbike 56.
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I've relatively recently joined the club having found a Kaptein Mobylette in a barn and
done it up a bit, sadly need to move it on as starting it gives me serious pain in my right
hip. Very annoying as I raced for 40 years and never really had any issues with hips. Have
since been diagnosed with Osteo arthritis and will need a hip replacement before too long.
Just wondered if you might like to hear a story about Ducati 48 Sport bike's I've owned
over many years for the magazine?
I was born and brought up in
Hong Kong, second generation
born there as my Grandfather
went out from Greenock to work
in the sugar refinery there. My
dad and uncles were born there
and my dad and one of his two
brothers stayed on to work and
live there. They were both
captured after the Japanese
invaded and both spent a few
years in POW camps in Japan.
After returning to HK after the
war my Dad traced his pre war
girlfriend, got married and my
brother, sister and I were born
there. I was the only one to start
work in HK after school.
I had bought an NSU Quickly (via Exchange and Mart) during one home leave in Scotland
so went back to HK enthused about motorbikes. I remember noticing various odd vehicles
being abandoned in the city. My Uncle who was service manager for a car garage selling
Rolls Royce, Rootes group and Chrysler cars told me that the police impound neglected
vehicles then sell them at auction once a month. I had taken the registration number of a
Ducati 48 Sport which had been impounded and watched the listings until it came up. My
Uncles garage company always sent someone along to the auctions to bid on cars to
resell. I asked if they could bid on the bike for me which they did and I won it for £2 2/6 ! At
17 years old I didn't have much ken about bikes only model engines which had been a
hobby for years. We lived in a flat on the ninth floor with a very big veranda.
The bike was duly taken up in the (quite small) lift and stripped down on the veranda.
Uncle's garage was called on to get it resprayed, after pulling the dents out then it was
reassembled. It only just fitted into the lift standing upright. Sadly I never really got it
running properly and was leaving the colony to return to Scotland to get a more prosperous
job. I had been working as a local employee on quite poor wages.
When I returned to the UK I worked in power station construction first at Ironbridge. I
bought a BSA Beagle while there and sadly lost it when I was transferred to Longannet. I
left it with a garage but couldn't get back for a while and when I did it was gone.
Moved to live in Glasgow to commute to Longannet. I joined the Loch Lomond MCC and
started road racing. A racing pal told me he knew where there was another Ducati 48
Sport. He had also had one previously. I searched it out to a lock keepers house on the
Forth and Clyde canal near Anniesland cross. It was inside a small fenced area in front of
the house along with a few other bikes. Grass had grown up through the bike but it was
pretty complete and cost me the princely sum of £5 back in about 1971.
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I managed to get another engine for it and rebuilt it to get it on the road. I bought my own
flat (for £1850) in Renfrew and was working in Strathclyde University in Glasgow so I used
the wee Ducati to commute to my work. I fitted a Honda 50 front wheel for a better brake
and extended the lower suspension unit nuts to act as pillion footrests. I used to take a
work pal down to Glasgow Green at lunch times to play tennis. The building we worked in
(The Colville Building ) was up a steep hill so it needed a really good run at it to get us up.
If not we just had to get off and
push.
The small end bearing was a plain
bush and not very robust so needed
changing often, luckily I found a
dealer who had a decent stock of
them.
Being petroil mix was a bit
challenging back then, the filling
stations had dispenser pumps in the
forecourt with a four volume stroke
restrictor for the different mix ratios.
The delivery pipe was usually black
so you couldn't see the oil flowing.
Quite often the attendants didn't top
up the relatively small tanks and I
had occasions when the attendant
( back in the day when an attendant
filled your car or bike) depressed the
plunger but no oil went in to the
tank . A mile further on and the bike
seized. After that I would say to the
attendant that I wanted to see the oil
flowing from the end of the pipe.
Once an older guy got all shirty with
me and wouldn't do that so I just left
without buying fuel.
I also ran a Honda C50 for a while so I had the choice to sporty two stroke or weather
protection and fourstroke. I still managed to lob them up the road on black ice. Thank
goodness for the old Black Prince bike jacket which was sort of slightly rubberised plastic
the only problem was that you slid for ages on the icy surface.
Time moved on I got married and moved too far out of the city to use the we e bikes had to
move up to a Honda C90 !
A pal pestered me for the wee Duc so I swapped it for an old 350 matchless then swapped
that for a Fiat 500 with a fancy number plate and a plate dealer bought the car for the
number. The bike went to Helensburgh and changed hands a few times.
Many years later I tried to trace it and managed to get hold of the last owner. He was a
spray painter who took it in payment for some spray work. Later he left that location and
told me much later again that he had just left the bike at the garage unit. I actually knew the
garage owner though a completely different c onnection ( guns and target shooting would
you believe?). He told me that he thought they had buried the bike inside an old Hillman
Imp in his back yard. There are houses built there now so that was a dead end.
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Many years on and I bought a loads of bits on Ebay which was a Ducati Cadet 100 it is
virtually the same bike with an enlarged engine. I restored it finding vital tank and seat at
Netley Marsh autojumble and a rod kit from Sydney Australia. It's quite worthwhile having
relatives around the world.
After getting it finished I had some space issues so took it to a jumble near Aberdeen. It
was on the same day as the distinguished gentleman's ride and several of the participants
from that came along and one of them bought it. Another wee chapter closed.
Until now, after my disappointment at not being able to use the Kaptein I had another quick
look and found another bitsa project on Ebay which I have now bought. The engine is not
complete missing a crank but there does seem to be a reasonable amount of bits and
pieces about for them.
In the course of road racing for forty years building virtually all my bikes. That's mainly
because the 200 class in Scotland and Northern Ireland was a great class for those of us
who were challenged financially. You couldn't buy a bike for it so virtually everyone built
something. I often fitted different barrels or pistons or crankshafts or heads so doing that
doesn't faze me. I can write another story about all that but it might not be appropriate for a
fifty cc club but I did participate in the 50cc endurance racing championships for several
years racing at kart tracks in the UK and doing a 3hr race at Assen. My team won the
fourstroke class three times, great fun and the best value for money motor racing that there
has ever been. I still have two 50cc race bikes.
The pictures in black and white are of the bike I used to commute to work in
Glasgow in the '70's, the one of me crouched down is the one I had in Hong Kong in
the car park of the flats we lived at, just clowning around on the bike before it was
finished not the exhaust downpipe missing.
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The one of the sad
looking bike is the
one
I
am
now
renovating.
The rebuild of this
latest one is being a
bit of a challenge it
progresses quite well
but I will write a more
complete tale of the
problems
I
have
encountered and the
solutions I've carried
out to overcome them.
If there are any other
members who have
one of these it would
be nice to know and if
there are any spares
which
could
be
swapped/bought.
I have quite a few doubles of bits so will be happy to help out another owner.
Cheers

Derek Sloan

PS once I get the bike finished I would like to do some runs around some Scottish
locations so perhaps I can arrange something for others to join in on.
……………………………………………………….

This is my Corvette, which I have owned for a year.
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Obviously it is not original, the original side covers are missing, but I think they make the
bike look ugly anyway. Does anybody have any suggestions as to what model of available
side panels (full length or short ones) can be "adjusted" to fit, and also to make it look
good? John Almond

WOW well done that man, I don’t th ink I wo uld bother with any ugly panels!
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No Tips, Tricks or Techniques
How it all started
Based on the assumption that all of our club members own, or have owned two wheeled
steeds of various shapes, sizes and ages the one thing that we all have in common is that
we all had “t he one that st art ed it all” - our very first machine. Some may still be lucky
enough to own “g enesis”, som e may wish to forg et them, but I suspec t that most will be

remembered with great fondness.
My own foray into motorcycling started with a 1977 R registered Yamaha FS1E in Baja
Brown.
The purchase price of £40 reflected
the fact that it only came with part of
an engine, as the previous owner had
fitted an expansion tank exhaust
system without any modifications or
alterations to the carburation resulting
in a very lean mixture, hot running and
a spectacular seizure.
Now, because my father forbade me
ever having a moped or motorcycle
(still the case now ironically) a plan
was hatched to keep my new purchase
at a friend’s house, whose father was

a little more accommodating. This had the fortunate effect of keeping things covert and
better than that my friend also owned a Fizzy. Even better than that his was supplied with
a cardboard box and two Qu ality Stree t tins of “spare s”, which was cu stom ary at the tim e.
With the benefit of his spares I was able to cobble an engine together, and having fitted the
correct and original exhaust we were off. Well, nearly. At the time I was unemployed and
had a very modest income of £15 per week, so correct spares and service items took
second place to beer, fags, fuel and two stoke oil. One such service item that would have
to go by the wayside was an exhaust olive, but with the school metalwork shop just down
the road and a sympathetic teacher, the top of the downtube was brazed and lapped to the
head to provide a gas tight seal. At least I remembered some s kills from my engineering
apprenticeship before the company was sold and asset stripped.
With the exh aust now “m odified” the left hand pedal with the stripped thre ad was
permanently attached to the crank with the aid of a stick welder. Yes, it still makes me
shudder too!
So at last we were off, ready to enthusiastically explore the exotic reaches of rural Suffolk,
as long as I could afford the fuel of course, and what adventures we had! The feeling of
freedom and independence was quite intoxicating, even if I did have to cycle three miles
each way to carry out these clandestine activities.
As a skint 16 year old I could overlook the shortcomings of my passage to freedom, as
even with an array of (well) used spares not everything could be made anywhere near
perfe ct, or if we’re being honest sa fe or legal. It was fitt ed with the wro ng fron t mudguard

which was only held on by a wing and a prayer. The clutch lever worked but the clutch
did n’t. It had no kicksta rt. T he gear leve r fell off if yo u didn’t hold your foot on it. It cou ld

never be made to idle. Functioning horn and indicators were the thing of dreams, it had a
bald rear tyre and a slow puncture on the front. None of this mattered, because in my mind
I was a bona fide biker, with my budget Fizzy, borrowed helmet and jacket!
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If necessity overcomes adversity much would be necessary to fully e xploit my ailing steed,
starting with, well, starting. No clutch or kickstart remember? So, fuel on, full choke and
push like mad. Drop into gear and keep pushing. Engine ROARS into life. Knock into
neutral and keep the revs up long enough to get some warmth into the engine and kill the
choke. Are the birds looking yet? Time to hit the chip shop for a social catch up on local
events, so looking as cool as possible push yourself off with the engine at idle and snick
into first gear, and off we go, for a series o f clutch less gear changes u p and down the ‘bo x.
After a while it became second nature, even when coming to rest at junctions and traffic
lights, so what could possibly go wrong?
Quite a lot as it tran sp ired. Picture the scene; it’s winter, it’s co ld, it’s dark, it’s ra ining and

we decide to have a pint at The Ferryboat Inn (yes, the lunch stop for the Suffolk Section
Coprolite run). The thought of a foamy pint next to a roaring fire to is too much to resist,
and is the nirvana that fills my soul the entire uncomfortable journey to the Old Felixstowe
Fe rry. As we pull in to the ca rpa rk I instigate “slowing down and sto ppin g” pro ced ure, only

to find that my left foot is flailing around without finding its target- the gear lever. Glancing
down I can see in t he dim ness of the so diu m lights that it’s not there, so the bike has t o be
brought to a controlled stop while still in top gear. As it splutters to a halt a dilemma
presents itself; beer or gearlever? It was a close call but a beer just would n’t taste right
before all parts of the bike were back where they belonged, and passage home would at
least not have to be conducted on foot.
Now, a Fizzy is not a particularly heavy or unwieldy moped, but for a sixteen year old
weighing 8 stone wet through, wearing ill-fitting waterp roo fs it’s an abso lute monste r,
especially when it has to turned around in a gravel car park while still in top gear and a
clutch that still doesn ’t work. Th is was n othing co mpare d to the herculean task of sta rting it

again while stuck in top gear! Back on the road a search was conducted by the warm glow
of 6 volt lighting on an un-light road, and lo, there was the errant part! Stop/stall the bike,
refit the lever, find neutral, push start, into gear and back to the pub for a new very well
earned pint!
39 years late r I’ve still got an ide ntical bike bought entirely for sentim ental re ason s, and as
soo n as I hear that distinct ive exh aust note I’m sixte en again, although inco me and

maintenance regimes have improved during the intervening years. Halcyon days indeedwhen exactly did the bad times become the good old days?
Over the months I’ve been happy to sha re with you so me of the tech niqu es, tools and

processes I use in my activities. So far so good, and by now I hope you’ve been able to
paint a picture of the so rt of thin g I get up to, and while I’m ve ry happy to c arry on with this
series o f what I hope has been inf ormative and intere sting to you, dear rea der, I’m sta rting
to run out of ideas for new content. So, have a think and let me kn ow what yo u’d like to

see in future publications, via Dave Watson (mac.editor.eacc@gmail.com) remembering of
course to thank him at the same time for his continued and much undervalued dedication
as Editor or me at waltonworks@outlook.com / 07411 918175.
As always dear rea der, if you enjoy this sort of co ntent tell the Edito r. If yo u don’t like this
sort of co ntent tell the Edito r. If there ’s something spe cific you’d like to se e tell the Editor.

It can be a lonely and thankless job for our poor old Ed, so show him some love and give
him stories, pictures, articles but above all give him something to put in our humble
publication.
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Bike for sale
It's a 1950 New Hudson
The engine has been completely rebuilt and the tank cleaned out. The rest is unrestored
even down to the woodworm in the seat.
The light switch needs sorting and the stand has been bodged at some time in the past.
V5 in my name and quite a lot of paperwork. £1000.00
Colin Ellis 07785 512758 Billericay Essex
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Take 2 (Hopefully) Sunday 7th November 2021 Kne el’s W he els and the EACC AGM.

What a difference 2 year’s make! Neil leads a good turnout for the last (2019) Kneels
Wheels run. Last year’s run was cance lled and the AG M was postponed.
Plan would of have been to return on last year’s bike, JDL powered (running properly).
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